What will my Deck look like after 2 years
using Deck-Doc
A Natural Lanolin based absorbing oil coating
This deck had 3 applications of Deck-Doc Oil
over a 1 year period in order to build up the oil
in the timber fibres and to give full protection.
It was then neglected for 2 years.
As dirt, dust & pollution settle on the surface it
will dull and look dirty. This can happen over a
6-12 month period.

This deck is fully exposed to all weather conditions

Deck-Doc’s oiling system seals in the natural
oils & tannins of the timber. The tannins
determine the colour of the timber. Sealing in
the tannins preserves the timbers colour.
This sealing process also repels moisture
preventing water or dirt to penetrate the timber.
As dirt and dust settles on the surface it can
give a dark appearance. This is due to
moisture in the surface dirt.

This picture shows the same deck after
cleaning with Deck-Doc’s Timber Cleaner.
It was found that even after cleaning, water was
still beading and repelling moisture after a 2
year period. This was due to the oil remaining
in the timber protecting the colour and
preserving the timber.
The Timber Cleaner removes the surface dirt
and is the ideal preparation for a light coat of oil
to restore the original as new appearance.

No sanding is ever required.
The picture here shows how the colour has
been restored after a fresh coat of oil being
applied to the upper surface.
The Deck-Doc Oiling system seals in the colour
from the inside as well as the outer layers.
A light coat of oil brings back the colour
At the same time preserving, nourishing &
totally protecting the timber for a further
extended 2 or more years.
Decks that have some covered protection will
maintain the cosmetic appearance much longer
than fully exposed decks.

View videos on www.deckdoc.com.au

The deck looks dirty
but still repels moisture

